
Joyroom JR-ZS285 dashboard holder (black) Ref: 6941237189912
Joyroom JR-ZS285 dashboard holder (black)
Joyroom JR-ZS285 (black) car dashboard mount
Are you looking for a universal car mount? The Joyroom JR-ZS285 stands out for its high compatibility, and thanks to its adjustable arms
you  can  place  a  4.5-6.5-inch  phone.  You  will  mount  the  product  anywhere  on  the  cockpit  with  the  help  of  a  sturdy  suction  cup,  and
position the phone as you are comfortable! The movable arm allows you to change the height and angle, and the rotating head allows
you to position your phone horizontally or vertically.
 
 
Hassle-free mounting
You don't need any additional tools to mount the mount on your dashboard. The sturdy suction cup allows you to place it anywhere, and
thanks to the clever design, the mount stays where it's attached. Off-road driving, speed bumps, or sudden braking - Joyroom JR-ZS285
offers the required stability in all conditions!
 
 
Set in any position
The  product  has  a  movable  arm and  a  rotating  head,  which  will  allow  you  to  adjust  the  mount  to  your  needs.  Adjust  the  arm to  the
desired height and use the head to position your phone vertically or horizontally. Don't limit yourself and use the navigation as you are
comfortable!
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Wide compatibility
Joyroom JR-ZS285  works  with  most  phones!  Adjustable  arms  will  provide  stability  for  devices  with  a  screen  size  of  4.5-6.7  inches  -  a
special locking mechanism will allow you to maintain the required arm spacing. What's more, the lower arm is designed to easily connect
your smartphone to the charger. You no longer have to give up navigation for charging!
 
 
Specification:
Manufacturer
Joyroom
Model
JR-ZS285
Material
PC
Size
72 x 94mm
Compatibility
Phones with 4.5-6.7-inch screen

Price:

€ 7.00
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